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A synthetic transcription factor pair mimic for precise recruitment 
of an epigenetic modifier to the targeted DNA locus 

Zutao Yua,b, Mengting Aia, Soumen K. Samantac, Fumitaka Hashiyaa, Junichi Taniguchia, Sefan 
Asamitsua, Shuji Ikedaa, Kaori Hashiyaa, Toshikazu Bandoa, Ganesh N. Pandian*b, Lyle Isaacs*c, 
Hiroshi Sugiyama*a,b 

We developed an epigenetically active, cooperative DNA binding 

transcription factor platform assisted by cucurbit[7]uril (CB7) host-

guest modules. This new type of molecule termed ePIP–HoGu not 

only mimics the operation of transcription factors as a pair but also 

recruits the epigenetic modifier to a particular DNA locus. 

The cooperative DNA binding and subsequent 

transcriptional modulation are ubiquitous in natural gene 

regulatory systems, especially by transcription factors (TFs). In 

mammals, 50–70% of TFs operate in pairs (and clusters) to 

orchestrate accurate spatiotemporal gene expression1. 

Therefore, there is a need to develop a synthetic mimic that 

encompasses both the capability to undergo cooperative DNA 

binding and epigenetic modulation.  

Cooperative DNA-binding systems using a peptide as a DNA 

binder or cooperation domain have been explored previously 

(Table S1)2-5. Pyrrole-imidazole polyamides (PIPs) are a class of 

well-characterized small-molecule DNA minor-groove binders6-

8. Recently, we reported two synthetic cooperative DNA-binding 

systems, i) PIPs conjugated to either a host-guest assembly 

(PIP–HoGu)9 and ii) a nucleic acid-based cooperation system 

(PIP–NaCo)10 to provide exemplary models for mimicking DNA 

binding of TF pairs using small molecules (Table S1). Apart from 

covalent PIP dimers showing high binding affinity and affinity to 

fixed binding sites11, 12, noncovalent cooperative systems can 

apply versatile binding modes, including different spacings and 

orientations of two individual DNA motifs, and, has the 

potential to constitute precise gene regulation via an amenable 

paternal conjugate. 

Simple DNA binding using a cooperative system provokes 

biological effects through disruption of TF pair binding9. 

However, to achieve a higher level of cellular efficacy and more 

eminent biological applications such as gene activation, the 

next challenge is the installation of an epigenetic modulator 

(epi-drug) to advance them as a robust cooperative DNA-

binding system13, 14. Here, we report an epigenetically active 

cucurbit[7]uril-assisted DNA-binding system, termed ePIP–

HoGu that mimic the cooperative function of a TF pair and is 

capable of precisely recruiting epigenetic modifiers to the target 

DNA sites (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1 Illustration of ePip-HoGu system. 

 
Fig. 2 Chemical structures of host conjugates CB7–PIP and Cyd–PIP (A), 

and guest conjugates Ada–PIP (B). 
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We first upgraded the cooperation domain in the PIP-HoGu 

system by replacing cyclodextrin (Cyd) with CB7, because an 

advanced DNA-binding system such as ePIP–HoGu requires a 

very tight host–guest interaction15, 16. As a heptameric member 

of CB[n], CB7 has received considerable attention because it is 

cell-permeable, non-toxic, readily soluble in water (20 mM)15, 17. 

Also, it has been widely explored in biosensing, separation, 

catalysis, and drug-delivery applications18-23. Significantly, CB7 

exhibits an ultratight binding affinity to adamantane (Ada) (KD 

routinely in the 10−9–10−12 M−1 range), whereas Cyd–Ada has a 

relatively weak host–guest interaction (KD of ca. 10–5 M−1)16. 

Using host Cyd1 (5-WGWCGW-3) as a template9, CB7-PIP 

conjugate Cuc1 was synthesized by using click chemistry 

between PIP–alkyne and CB7–azide24. The synthesized guest 

derivatives Ada1–6 vary structurally in linker length, linker type, 

and positive charge (Fig. 2A, B). 

The CB7-assisted cooperative binding system was evaluated 

by using a thermal stabilization assay and closely compared with 

the Cyd-assisted system9, 25. As expected, when paired with 

Ada1–6, Cuc1 exhibited notably higher thermal stability than 

Cyd1 with Tm values varying from 0.6 to 2.2 C in the presence 

of ODNs with a spacing of 2 bp (Table S3). Moreover, 

electrostatic potential profiles revealed that, unlike Cyd that has 

a nearly neutral charge of portal and cavity, CB[n] displays a 

strongly negative charge around the entrance carbonyl oxygen 

atoms and the inner surface and promote the formation of 

complexes with positively charged guest species (especially 

ammonium ions)15, 22. Alkyl chain linkers have recently been 

shown to act as a chaperone in strengthening host–guest 

interactions26. Indeed, Ada3, with an ethyldiamino residue15 

and alkyl chain, showed the most prominent stabilization effect 

(Table S3). The piperazine moiety in Ada5 has a deleterious 

impact on cooperation, which needs to be obviated. 

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) assays shed further light 

on the ultratight host–guest interaction and can reveal the 

binding dynamics. Previously, we showed that Cyd1–Ada1 

exhibited an association rate constant (ka) of 2.6  105 M–1s–1 

using an SPR assay by immobilizing dsDNA-biotin on a chip9. 

Here, in the absence of dsDNA, immobilized Ada3-biotin 

interacted with Cyd1 with a ka of 1.4  105 M–1s–1 (Fig. 3A, S1B). 

Therefore, the kinetic DNA binding mechanism of Cyd-assisted 

PIP–HoGu could occur either by the pair first binding to DNA 

followed by the host-guest interaction or by the procession of 

these two steps at a similar rate. Significantly, Cuc1 exhibited a 

ka of 4.1  105 M–1s–1 and did not further dissociate even by a 

series washing with harsh buffers (KD < 1.83 × 10–11), which in 

turn demonstrates a remarkable binding potency of the system 

that is comparable to the irreversible binding of an antibody 

(Fig. 3B, S1)22. Thus, it is plausible to conclude that Cuc1 first 

binds the partner guest and is followed by synergic DNA 

binding. 

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) was conducted 

to investigate the influence of spacing and binding orientation 

on cooperation. Cuc1–Ada3 assembly was applied in positive 

(Mode A) and negative binding modes (Mode B) (ODNs are 

listed in Table S2). Diverging from the Cyd1-system showing 

cooperativity when the spacing was limited to 0–5 bp9, Cuc1–

Ada3 exhibited high complex formation potency at spacings of 

0–5 bp, 8 bp, and, surprisingly, in Mode C (8 bp with partially 

reversed orientation) to suggest a potent binding affinity (Fig. 

3C, D). The difference in band-shift behaviour of ODNs with the 

spacings of 6 bp and 8 bp could be explained by the 

combinatorial effects of DNA twist angle, the distance between 

the two PIP-binding sites, and the linker length of the two 

conjugates. Inserting a spacer between two PIP-binding sites 

not only shifts the linear range but also rotates the sites from 

their original position. While, for the spacing of 8 bp, host–guest 

moieties could meet through crossing the DNA major groove10. 

The finding supports that Ada4, with a longer linker, exhibited a 

robust band-shift at a spacing of 6 bp in Mode A (Fig. S2). 

 
Fig. 3 (A, B) Cuc1 binds Ada3 irreversibly in the absence of DNA in an 

SPR assay. (A) Chemical structure of Ada3-biotin. (B) SPR sensorgram of 

Cuc1 (125 nM) with multiple rounds of standard injection. One standard 

injection consisted of 180 s sample injection, followed by 180 s elution 

at 20 L/min. (C, D) EMSA illustrating the cooperativity of the CB7-

assisted DNA-binding system. (C) Three binding modes. Positive binding 

mode (Mode A) contains series dsDNA (–1P to 8P) with a gap distance 

(N) ranging from –1 to 8 bp. Similarly, negative binding mode (Mode B) 

includes dsDNA (–1N to 8N) with gap distance of –1 to 8 bp. (D) The gel-

shift behavior of Modes A, B, and C with Ada3–Cuc1. ODN 

concentrations: 1.0 M. Compound concentrations: 10.0 M. Black 

arrow: ODNs. Red arrow: ODNs/Cuc1/Ada3. 

The cooperation strength is altered not only by spacing but 

also by the length of the PIPs. Specifically, a weak host–guest 

force is presumed to be saturated for the synergic short PIPs 

binding because of slow PIP–DNA association (Ada1 with a ka of 

1.1  104 M–1s–1 and Cyd1 with a ka of 5.9  104 M–1s–1) is the 

rate-limiting step9, while PIPs with longer length require a 

stronger host–guest system27. To verify this notion, Ada7, with 

two extended bp-binding sites corresponding to parental Ada3, 

was prepared. Consistent with the results obtained with the 

EMSA assay (Fig. S4), the Tm assay revealed that at a spacing of 

2 bp, Cuc1–Ada7 strongly stabilized dsDNA compared with 

Cyd1–Ada7, with a Tm of 2.1 C.  

Taken together, we optimized the PIP–HoGu system by 

introducing host CB7 and ethyldiamino-Ada as a guest molecule, 

which could serve as a reference design for developing 

advanced DNA-binding systems with longer spacing, longer PIPs 

length, mismatch recognition (Fig. S6), and a flexible binding 

orientation (Fig. S3). As a model for the next-generation TF pair 
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system, we also installed an epigenetically active domain in the 

reference design of PIP-HoGu. 

Similar to studies in other laboratories2, 14, 28, 29, our group 

has been making steadfast progress in developing small-

molecule, gene-specific activators by conjugating PIPs with 

epigenetic modulators, such as histone deacetylase inhibitor 

(SAHA)30, p300 activator (CTB)30 and inhibitor (C646)25, and 

bromodomain inhibitor (JQ1 and Bi)13, 14. However, despite 

recent progress, there major roadblocks such as high rate of 

nonspecific binding and the requirement for enriched repeat 

DNA-binding sites remain. In particular, PIPs designed to be 

enriched at an expanded DNA repeat in a disease model 

suggests that such systems could have versatile therapeutic 

applications14. The inclusion of a cooperative, gene-specific 

modifier that can target a DNA repeat locus would potentially 

overcome the existing roadblocks; however, there is no report 

of this achievement to date. To this end, our notion is to tether 

an epi-drug to the PIP–HoGu and construct an advanced 

synthetic transcription factor mimic termed ePIP–HoGu. This 

construct is expected to be capable of cooperatively recruiting 

the epigenetic modifiers to the predetermined DNA locus and 

nearby nucleosome. Histone acetylation is a significant 

epigenetic mark that is critical for gene activation. We 

previously established a biochemical assay in which sequence-

selective histone acetylation could be quantified by combining 

reconstituted nucleosomes, HAT reaction, and chromatin 

immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with histone acetylation antibody 

and qPCR13, 31, 32.

 

Fig. 4 ePIP–HoGu synergistically recruits an 

epigenetic modifier to the target DNA repeat 

locus. (A) Schematic illustration of four kinds of 

nucleosomes with different DNA templates. 

Nuc1 contains four-matched repeat sequence of 

PIP–HoGu binding. Nuc2 has two homodimeric 

binding sites of Ada-PIP and CB7-PIP separately, 

which cannot form a host–guest interaction 

(Nuc2 has potential synergic binding partially 

between site 2 and 3, because of the short 

distance between them). One-mismatch bp 

localizes in the binding site of Ada-PIP for Nuc3 

and CB7-PIP for Nuc4. (B) The workflow of the in 

vitro HAT assay. The HAT reaction was 

conducted in 15 L HAT buffer, with the addition 

of four nucleosomes (each concentration was 25 

nM), 10 M Ac-CoA, 15 nM recombinant human 

P300, 250 nM of each compound. The reaction 

was conducted for 1 h at 30 C in HAT buffer (50 

mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 1 mM 

DTT, pH 8.0). (C) Results of the in vitro HAT-ChIP-

qPCR assay. Compound treatment in three 

groups compared with control (DMSO), i.e., 

Ada_Bi1, Ada_Bi1 + Cuc2, and Ada_Bi1 + 

Cuc_Bi1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To explore the synergic effect of recruiting recombinant 

human P300 (965−1810 aa, containing HAT and Brd domains) 

and the ensuing histone acetylation33, four types of DNA 

templates containing a Widom 601 sequence and distinct PIP-

binding sites were constructed and reconstituted to form the 

nucleosome31. Nuc1 includes four tandem repeats of the 

cooperative binding site with a separation of 2 bp, in which 

ePIP–HoGu was expected to form tetrameric cooperative 

complexes. To verify the magnitude of cooperation, Nuc2–4 

were prepared as control systems (Fig. 4A, S7). Nuc1–4 were 

mixed together before the in vitro HAT reaction. Meanwhile, 

three PIP conjugates (Ada_Bi1, Cuc2, Cuc_Bi1) were designed 

to match these DNA-targeting sites, which were (i) either 

tethered with the guest Ada or host CB7, and (ii) with or without 

the covalent linkage with the Brd inhibitor, Bi (Fig. S5). The 

sequence selectivity of the conjugates was firstly confirmed by 

EMSA that was consistent with the design (Fig. S6). It showed 

2–3 folds and > 20 folds selectivity to the sequence with 1 bp 

and 2 bp mismatch respectively. These compounds were 

evaluated in three groups. The Bi-PIP conjugate was anticipated 
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to recruit epigenetic enzyme to the proximate histone tail 

wrapped by the template DNA containing multiple matched PIP-

binding sites13. 

The in vitro HAT-ChIP-qPCR assay showed that, in the 

absence of PIPs, all four reconstituted nucleosomes showed 

similar, low levels of acetylation, suggesting a minimal influence 

of partial DNA sequence variation on histone acetylation (Fig. 

4C). Ada_Bi1 induced a similar level of histone acetylation for 

Nuc1, 2, and 4 with a ratio of 3–5-fold, but not for Nuc3 because 

of one mismatch insert at the binding sites. In contrast, co-

treatment of Ada_Bi1 and Cuc2 hugely increased the 

acetylation level nearly 20-fold for the fully matched Nuc1; 

however, there was only 5–7-fold enhancement for Nuc2–4. 

Moreover, Cuc_Bi1 further enhanced the acetylation level in 

Nuc1 (to 23.5-fold), which is almost 4–6-fold higher than that of 

Nuc3 and Nuc4. It would be reasonable to assume a further 

divergence in acetylation levels after an increase of mismatch 

frequency at the PIP-binding sites (Fig. S6). Thus, these results 

validate the favourable sequence-selective and synergic 

recruitment of functional enzymes augmented by ePIP–HoGu, 

suggesting their use for biological regulation. 

In summary, for the first time, a small-molecule-based 

system has been developed to closely mimic natural TF pairs 

that contain a DNA binding domain, an interaction domain, and 

a gene regulatory domain. A CB7-assisted PIP-HoGu system 

complexed with ethyldiamino-Ada-PIPs has been shown to 

exhibit host–guest interactions that are superior to those of the 

CyD-system9, which is established as a reference model. 

Furthermore, the incorporation of a cooperative dimer system 

into PIPs–epi-drug conjugates increases the DNA recognition 

length, reinforces reasonable sequence selectivity, and allows 

versatile binding modes. As a proof-of-concept study, the ePIP–

HoGu system is shown to be adept at synergistically augmenting 

proximate histone acetylation with valuable efficiency and 

selectivity. The ePIP–HoGu system could thus evolve further 

into a chemical alternative to protein-based systems such as 

dCas9 and ZFs that deliver high efficiency and selectivity34. 

Further efforts on the optimization of the epi-drug and assay 

platform will fast-track the application of this synthetic tool to 

cell fate control and, ultimately, as therapeutic drugs. 
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Graphic abstract:

ePIP–HoGu not only mimics the transcription factor operation as pairs but is also capable of 
recruiting the epigenetic modifiers to a particular DNA locus. 
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